1990 road king

Founded in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, during the first decade of the 20th century, it was one of two
major American motorcycle manufacturers to survive the Great Depression. Harley-Davidson
also survived a period of poor quality control and competition with Japanese manufacturers.
The company sells heavyweight over cc motorcycles designed for cruising on the highway.
Harley-Davidson motorcycles popularly known as "Harleys" have a distinctive design and
exhaust note. They are especially noted for the tradition of heavy customization that gave rise
to the chopper-style of motorcycle. Harley-Davidson's attempts to establish itself in the light
motorcycle market have met with limited success and have largely been abandoned since the
sale of its Italian Aermacchi subsidiary. Harley-Davidson sustains a loyal brand community
which keeps active through clubs, events, and a museum. Harley model designations are a
sequence of letters and numbers, combined in limited ways. Show all motorcycle brandsâ€¦.
Model designations Harley model designations are a sequence of letters and numbers,
combined in limited ways. Custom Vehicle Operations models can also have a number 2,3,4
added. Note that these conventions for model designations are broken regularly by the
company. Add to faves 2 times. Bookmark and Share This Page. Save to Browser Favorites.
Email This to a Friend. Windows Live. Copy HTML:. Introduced in the Road King adopted a
Classic version for and the new Twin Cam 88 motor for Read about the Road King Classic. The
simple silver paint scheme was enhanced by a matching frame and classic design. Learn about
the acclaimed Harley Fat Boy. It features a moderate level of chrome trim and Harley's first true
pearl paint job. Check out the bike that celebrates the 50th anniversary of the Daytona
motorcyle meet. By combining all the comforts of home with a full complement of electronics
Harley created the ultimate touring rig. Read about this spectacular Harley. Read about this
modern classic Harley motorcycle nicknamed Old Boy. Learn the unique feature that
distinguishes this Harley from many others. Forward foot controls lend a long look to the
chassis and along with the elevated handlebars give the rider a laid-back posture. This bike kept
almost the same exact design of the original Fat Boy which was a huge success. This
motorcycle was powered by an cubic-inch Evolution V-twin engine with fuel injection. See
pictures and learn about this hot Harley. The custom Sportster featured a simple chrome bucket
headlight instead of the old eyebrow headlight cover. See pictures and learn more about them.
This particular motorcycle was designed to look like some of the other Harleys that were
introduced in the s. See pictures and learn about the Heritage Springer. Harley-Davidson
Engines. Harley-Davidson History. Learn More. Make Harley-Davidson. Model Touring. Second
owner selling, not ridden since Storage building and garage kept. Solo seat and all hardware,
protective pan and shock absorber Factory header pipes, repaired numerous times aftermarket
pipes installed with factory mufflers Service and Owner's Manual, Saddle bag inserts
Aftermarket parts included with sale: 2 sets fish tail mufflers Buyer is responsible for all
shipping costs, pick-up, etc. Seller has NO responsibility for shipping. To much to list been
restored from front to back. Electra glide Police Special 72k miles. A bit of chrome. Quick
remove windshield. Key does not have to be in ignition to operate no scratching, clanging
around. Antique White. Recently painted, same color she was. I have rented this bike as a police
bike to local movies, providing income. I have the clean title in hand. Excellent touring cruiser.
Has "siren" and "takedown" lights switches, that can easily be converted to cruise control. Bike
does not have police stickers on currently, all other pictures are current, i just took them. I do
have the red and blue lenses, and will include, along with a box of misc parts, old non temp
dipstick, old non chrome gear linkage, some HD oil, gaskets, speedo cable, Call or txt to come
out and check her out. Nine one zero two three three two six nine zero. In Wilmington, North
Carolina. Model FXR. Strong runner, fast bike and reliable. New tires and clutch less than miles
ago. Registration good through November La Pera seat with the hinge and latch! This bike has a
lot of trick and special parts like an original Hooker Header pipe, the pipe that inspired that
piece of crap Thunder Header every wannbe has fallen for. The gas gauge doesn't work and the
chrome ring around the filler is loose, could use some silicone if that bugs you. I like this bike
just as it is and it rides all day long, strong and purposeful. It crushes in the canyons and
cruises on the hi-ways. This bike is the business and needs a good home for somemone
looking to ride her. I hate to see this one go but the cash is going towards a '47 I've been
dreaming about for years so the sting of selling this is easy! Anyway, if you're looking at this
you know exactly what it is. And if you've read this far, you want it. No test rideS, no BS, come
and look if you've got cash to buy. Owned free and clear, cash sale only. Write with any
questions and gratulations for finding this gem. Make Indian. Model Chief Vintage Thunder
Black. Brand New numbered bike! Thunderstroke Motor, Beautiful Distressed Tan leather.
Comes with a 3 year unlimited mile warranty and is dollars off for military, ex military police or
fire. If you misplace the fob, use the individual security code that you pre-programmed into the
ignition. Ride with confidence and peace of mind that you ll enjoy every memorable mile. See

dealer for details. They also provide protection, effectively blocking road spray and gravel
kicked up by the tires. This Harley-Davidson Police motorcycle is equipped with all the standard
equipment. Law-enforcement saddlebags come with special latches. An air adjustable solid
saddle provides maximum riding comfort for those long days. A breakaway windshield is a
must in times of trouble. Independent anti-lock braking system, a low maintenance final belt
drive, two into one into two exhaust, pivoting footboards, and oil cooler are just a few of the
necessities we know you find important. Oh, And did we mention the CC twin cam engine. When
you purchase a pre-owned vehicle it is not a new vehicle. Any used vehicle can have normal
wear and blemishes. Before placing a bid please read the descriptions thoroughly and view all
pictures. Don't commit to those long term 5, 6 and 7 year loans, take advantage of having
options, not obligations! After only 2, 3 or 4 years, do you want a newer Harley, upgraded
features? Or a Harley that is more accommodating for you, come get it! At our dealership we
work very hard to accurately describe our vehicles through text descriptions and elaborate
photos. Claims are handled by our toll-free service lines. Claims are paid directly to the repair
facility, eliminating the need for you to pay for your repairs and then waiting to get reimbursed.
Our wide range of terms and levels of coverage gives you the flexibility to pick a plan that meets
your needs and your budget. We are accepted by most major lending institutions, which allows
you to finance our contract with your vehicle purchase. We are proud to offer our customers the
best warranty value in the industry. Auto Services Company, Inc. ASC is fully backed by an
'A'-rated insurance company and is well known for excellent coverage and reliability. Even the
very best vehicles can develop mechanical problems. Auto Services Company provides the
most comprehensive extended coverage for all makes and models of automobiles so that you
will be able to enjoy your new purchase and have peace of mind. When the phone rings at ASC,
the call is always answered with a live, friendly voice. We have eliminated the frustration of
complicated menus or voicemail during normal business hours. It is important to us that our
customers always have the ability to speak with someone for answers. Why should I choose
Auto Services Company over the others? ASC Warranty provides one of the most cost efficient
service agreements in the industry. We offer mechanical breakdown coverage and protect you
against the high cost of major repairs. We offer various levels of protection to choose from and
provide emergency roadside service throughout the life of the contract. However, the most
important feature to you is this: An ASC Warranty will not cost as much as you may expect.
When does coverage begin? All of our automobile service agreements begin on the day you buy
them, not the in-service date of the car. Quite simply, we offer you more time than the others.
What benefits do you offer? All of our automobile plans include FREE roadside assistance for
the life of your service agreement and car rental reimbursement, standard on every agreement.
Where can I take my vehicle for repairs? We allow you to take your vehicle to any ASE Certified
repair facility. In other words, wherever you normally take your vehicle for repairs. If you are not
familiar with a repair shop in your area, we can recommend an authorized repair facility. How
are claims paid? ASC lets you use the repair facility of your choice and pays your claim quickly
and efficiently over the phone via our corporate credit card. Simply present your ASC Warranty
to the service professional and have them contact our claims department. We cover parts and
labor, so the customer is responsible for fluids, filters, and sales tax. No deductible is required!
How does the deductible work? Do I really need an Extended Warranty? There are many
reasons to purchase an extended warranty. Your vehicle is one of your biggest investments. An
extended warranty will ensure it is always in the best mechanical condition. With the complexity
of today's vehicles, one major repair often costs more than the service agreement itself! Since
our service agreement is transferable, it increases the resale value to potential buyers. Who
wouldn't want to own a vehicle that comes protected from repair bills? Our agreement also
provides for a prorated refund for the life of your contract. Why buy it now? I'm still covered by
the manufacturer. Your service agreement is less expensive the earlier you purchase it. As the
vehicle ages and accrues mileage, the price for protection rises. Prices may also rise due to
increasing labor and parts prices. Why not lock into today's low prices and protect yourself
from tomorrow's rising repair rates? In addition, you can take advantage of the plan benefits for
the entire life of the contract, even while you are covered by the manufacturer's warranty. Take
advantage of roadside assistance and car rental reimbursement benefits immediately and for
the life of your extended warranty. What if I want to cancel my warranty? Our contract contains
full details on our refund provisions. You are entitled to a prorated refund of the unused portion
of your contract. Unlike some companies, we do not prorate your refund from the in-service
date of your vehicle. Is my warranty transferable? Absolutely, you can transfer the service
agreement to another private purchaser of your vehicle. Vehicles with extended warranties
typically offer much higher resale values because the buyer knows they are not going to get hit
with huge repair costs. Financing Let us help you finance your next vehicle. Begin by clicking

the credit application button, print, and fax us your completed application. Our finance team will
work to get you the best financing options available. The customer is responsible for registering
the vehicle in their home state. Taxes and Fees In state buyers will be charged state and local
taxes, title, registration, and documentary fees. All sales transactions must be completed within
5 days of auction close. Please call the dealership to make arrangements for payment.
Terms:Auction Policies Customers with zero or negative feedback on eBay Motors please
contact us prior to bidding. Otherwise, we reserve the right to cancel your bid. Understand this
is only to protect the integrity of the auction. Winning bidder must contact the dealership within
24 hours of the auction close and the purchase transaction completed within 5 calendar days.
We reserve the right to re-list or sell the vehicle in the event of a non-paying bidder. Buyer
Pickup A representative from our dealership can be available for pickup at area airports when
necessary. Buyers must schedule pickup prior to making travel arrangements. TransportFor 50
years DAS has been the industry leader - providing quality vehicle relocation services. Since
we've shipped more than 70, motorcycles to people vacationing, moving, buying, and selling.
We have our own method of securing motorcycles and ATVs on specialty designed pallets to
provide total protection thereby eliminating the need for costly crating and passing those very
savings on to you! Model Softail. Porsche Trade. She is a head turner everywhere she goes.
Absolutely flawless condition. The original owner said he built this Custom on a Frame. The
bike was built in with title issued , so it is only 4 years old. I actually traded the bike over 2 years
ago. I put less than miles on it. The bike looks like no other. However, my wife just delivered our
third child so she asked me to sell it. It is a rare collector looking bike. I think this bike has more
curb appeal than any other Fat Boy. Unlike most auto sellers or "car salesman," I pride myself
on having extensive knowledge of the product. This knowledge has been derived from
significant experience over the years in buying, selling, and servicing the vehicles of the auto
manufacturers I sell the most, Porsche, BMW, Mercedes, Aston Martin, Jaguar, Lexus and
others. I started in the automobile sales and service business as a wholesaler who would buy
and sell cars to other dealers. I have never actually worked as a "car salesman" at any
dealership. With the advent of the internet in the late 's, I began posting cars on the internet well
before most sellers used this tool. Over the years, the business has obviously changed and
most sellers now rely on the internet for the majority of their sales. However, the internet
listings have also caused confusion for potential buyers because none of the listings are
validated by knowledgeable third parties. This means purchasers are dependent upon the
sellers' description and photos, which cannot clearly show most imperfections. Also, most
sellers do not have a seasoned master technician on staff with the ability to actually service,
validate and warranty the car for the consumer. Undisclosed issues which reside in a given
vehicle are what causes price disparities between similar vehicles; if you see a significant price
disparity, you can be all but certain the cheaper vehicle has hidden problems that will cost the
purchaser far more down the road. I can honestly say that you are buying more direct with
Hiline than anywhere else. There are not twenty levels of individuals to approach with a simple
question because the salesman does not know the mechanical history, or because management
does not understand trade value and the like. When you buy from me, you buy from someone
who knows everything about the actual vehicle you are purchasing. Further I keep my overhead
to a minumum so I can pass the savings on to the purchaser. This ensures that every one of my
vehicles is thoroughly gone over, serviced, inspected, validated and warrantied. Unlike most
sellers who have enormous overhead and are therefore forced to cut corners, while usually
selling a subpar product, I do whatever is necessary to give you the best vehicle for your
money. I work hard to make sure I have more knowledge than the majority of sellers because I
buy and sell similar vehicles, which gives me the experience to know what to account for and
examine prior to purchase. I also have, in my opinion, the best technicians to diagnose, inspect
and service your vehicle prior to sale. If there are any issues, they will be found, they will be
corrected, and they will be corrected right. This is what seperates me from other sellers. All of
our vehicles, with the exception of those obtained as trade-ins to Hiline, are transacted in
accordance to NAAA Policy. Unlike most sellers who buy trade-ins from other dealers without
any guarantees, Hiline facilitates all its purchases from other dealers, leasing agents, banks, or
other such institutions in accordance with NAAA Arbitration Policy. All of Hiline's purchases are
contractual, meaning the car must be accurately represented by the seller or Hiline has the
option to return it. The seller must disclose previous damage which constitutes frame, structure
or unibody repair. The facilitator also validates that the title is free and clear of any prior issues.
Also, if Hiline finds any damage not disclosed prior to sale, then it reserves the option to return
the vehicle. This procedure ensures that Hiline Motorsports LLC does everything possible to
provide you with a premium pre-owned product. Unlike most other states, Pennsylvania has
some of the strictest requirements for yearly state inspection. This inspection ensures that you

are purchasing a vehicle which is third party inspected, Pennsylvania State inspected, and is
not in need of mechanical or wearable item repairs such as brakes, tires, rotors, ball joints, bent
wheels, cracked wheels, bent frame, cracked frame, or any other issue that another vehicle sold
by another dealer may have. Hiline wants you to understand that any vehicle you consider
purchasing has a wholesale value. Therefore, if a vehicle is advertised far below the average
price, then you should be aware that there is most likely something wrong with that vehicle.
Most sellers may not disclose common defects when selling you a vehicle and realize if they list
the vehicle at auction then they will have to announce any ailments or run the risk that the
vehicle will be arbitrated by the buyer. Be aware that you usually get what you pay for and no
seller will sell you a car for less than a dealer or auction will pay for it. Depending on the market
trend during any particular time of the year, Hiline often sends cars to auction to fetch the
market price. People are often surprised to see how much money a pristine pre-owned vehicle
fetches at auction in comparison to a subpar product. The older the vehicle is usually presents
a greater disparity between the book value and the actual wholesale value. Most of these books
are depreciating cars in relation to MSRP, mileage, and assumed depreciation over time.
Therefore, the only accurate indicator of value is assessing what a vehicle is consistently
selling for at a dealer auction at the specific time you are purchasing. This price is both
objective and subjective because many of the prices on the auction listings include vehicles
which may be damaged, buy backs, inoperative, or suffering from any other issue which will
compromise selling price. Hiline participates in auctions throughout the entire country on a
daily basis and therefore has accumulated knowledge of what a quality pre-owned product is,
what it looks like, what to look for in terms of hidden issues for the types of vehicles it
specializes in selling, and the appropriate price for these vehicles. They take enormous pride in
knowing about, driving, researching, repairing and especially talking about cars. Speaking
personally and for Hiline, cars are truly my life. A job only feels like a job when someone does
not do business in a fair, ethical, or transparent manner. Therefore, if you ever have a problem
or question about your vehicle, Hiline staff and ownership are always here to help you. Often,
people take their vehicles into large franchise dealerships with enormous overhead who then
pass their expenses onto the customer. This practice has made this business bad for everyone
because often their analysis is lacking, and their main concern is nothing more than taking
advantage of you, the nameless customer. Service departments at franchise dealerships have
become far more profitable than their sales departments. They have crafted so many ways to
spend your money that it is sometimes hard to believe. This is unfortunate, but you do not
always have to oblige. Anything you experience with your vehicle is almost certainly something
we have already encountered. We offer you our assistance at any time and respond to emails
and phone calls within minutes. This is especially important to us because we know that many
car salesman and retailers are not actually knowledgeable when it comes to cars. The
inexperience of a seller can often spell doom for a buyer. These are pre-owned vehicles, not
new. No two vehicles are ever the same. Hiline ships most of his cars sight unseen and
understands your expectations when spending your hard-earned money on a pre-owned
vehicle. Transparency is key in maintaining a good relationship with buyers. We do not offer
test drives on cars without serious interest in that particular vehicle to purchase. Some states
have mileage exemption title status on vehicles over 10 years old. We do not always have all
keys, books, floormats, or other accessories for every car. Therefore, you will receive only the
accessories that are photographed. If you do not see it, assume the item is not included. This is
a pre-owned car, and buyers must be aware that ordinary wear is associated with all pre-owned
cars. Keep in mind that not all imperfections can appear on a digital photo. Some cars may have
had repairs mechanically or cosmetically. Some cars may have touch-ups, scratches, scuffs,
seat or interior wear but we do our best to ensure that none of these issues retracts from the
overall appearance of the car. We estimate factory warranty expiration dates using vehicle
production dates and Carfax information. If you want to be certain of the exact warranty
expiration date, terms, validity, etc. You can make arrangements to pay us by calling within 24
hours after making your purchase. Once any payments are made whether it be a deposit or
otherwise, then we will fax you a purchase order which verifies your payment. Every one of our
cars is Carfax certified, which means that Carfax will buy the car back if any major damage,
flood, salvage, odometer problems, or buybacks exist in the vehicle's history. If something
exists on a Carfax or Autocheck report pertaining to an accident, then feel free to call us, and
we will let you know what if anything has been repaired. Many accidents which reported are
fender-benders, bumper scuffs, or incidents which happen to have been filed by a police
department or repair shop inspection. Do not be alarmed. Simply call us, and we will give an
accurate assessment of what if anything has been repaired. We do not buy cars which have
been in major collisions or have had significant damage which may compromise the car.

However, Carfax may give a vague account of an incident without clarifying specifics. We
usually have the Accident Record from the Police Department if it is attainable. If you call us,
then we will tell you exactly what if anything has been done. Every car we offer is a percent
buyback guaranteed Carfax car, and that is what we base our certification upon, in addition to
our inspection. Whenever there is a title update, loan payoff, change of location or dealership
ownership then Carfax may document this as another owner. Carfax is a computer generated
site which relies on data updates for information. Therefore, when it sees a change of title
status then it may account it as another owner. Service Records on Carfax are computer
generated from participating dealerships who are linked into the Carfax System. Most
dealerships are not linked into the Carfax System. Therefore, it is impossible for the record of
service to be posted on the Carfax Report. Carfax is constantly acquiring dealerships to
participate in the program but it is simply impossible to link all of them. Our purchasing
program involves research and inspections which validate our cars have been properly
maintained. We can certify every single car which passes our inspection with an extended
warranty, which is usable at the manufacturer's dealerships. We are a qualifying dealer able to
offer this warranty because of our inspection process. Cars which we cannot certify will not be
sold by Larry's Hiline Motorsports. Every one of our cars passes Pennsylvania inspection and
emissions testing, which includes tires, brakes, frame check, safety check, and engine lights
check. Prices of extended warranties vary according to amount and length of coverage. All of
our cars are inspected for paint quality to ensure that nothing has been done to compromise the
car. My feedback is proof of my expertise. If you give us your city and zip code, we will provide
you with a quote. The rate includes percent coverage of the vehicle. We will fill out a condition
report with the shipper prior to pick-up, which will also include all items left in the car. It is your
responsibility to verify this before paying for the delivery. When the vehicle is purchased, the
deposit will be deducted from the total amount of the purchase price. You can call us anytime at
For eBay bids, if you have less than 5 feedbacks, you must call us first before bidding.
Otherwise, we may cancel your bid. The FXR promised to deliver handling to rival sporty bikes
from overseas, and the potent performance of an American V-twin. Twenty-eight years later,
there are still riders who claim the FXR was the best motorcycle Harley ever built. That notion
would be hard to defend, given the advanced engine, chassis, and suspension technology
Harley has introduced in just the last decade. But the FXR does represent a moment in Harley
history when the company put its talent and energy into creating not just a great
Harley-Davidson, but a great motorcycle; a bike less constrained by heritage and the status
quo. Keep in mind that the FXR platform would debut in as an '82 model, just months after the
company had completed its buyout from AMF. The FXR represented Harley's commitment to its
future. And it produced much less vibration to the rider, so it felt more sophisticated. You could
go out and have some fun on an FXR, not just cruise around. The plan was to turn the Tour
Glide platform into a sporty roadster to sell against the Japanese bikes. The Harley engineering
team-which included a young road-racer named Erik Buell-quickly determined that the Tour
Glide frame was not suited to the mission and instead designed an all-new frame that would
hold the powertrain in the same elastomer tri-mounts. The frame had a more triangulated shape
than that of the FXE Super Glide, and the rear shocks were set further back on the swingarm. It
was expensive and difficult to manufacture. Both had a 3. A thickly cushioned seat flipped up to
reveal the oil tank and battery. The bike came equipped with triple disc brakes and sporty
Dunlop tires. But the isolated powertrain and the extra gear, made the FXR feel much more
refined. It's just another aspect of the FXR legend. Harley immediately began introducing other
models on the FXR platform. First and perhaps most notable was the '83 FXRT Sport Glide, a
"sport touring" bike equipped with a frame-mounted fairing and hard bags that were originally
designed for the Nova, the liquid-cooled V-Four project that was abandoned for lack of funding
after the AMF buyout. In fact, the deep scoops on the sides of the FXRT fairing were developed
in a wind-tunnel to feed air to the Nova's underseat radiator, according to LeRoy. On the FXRT,
they became vents to the rider. A Low Rider Convertible was offered in If you've noticed that the
FXR had strayed from its original, sport-standard mission, you are right on. But by the late '80s
the company realized that the FXR was not what the market wanted. Maybe it felt too much like
the import competition. That's when we went to work on the Dyna. The FXR was gone, but not
for long. CVO was intended to produce exclusive, low-volume custom bikes, and only examples
of each of the models were built. The tooling was on hand, and the bikes could be built for a
limited run without disrupting regular production. Since then the reputation of the FXR as "best
Harley ever" has stuck, and in the minds of former owners, it's probably the truth. The bike is in
amazing condition for any year,much less a Just Serviced,detailed and ready to go Clear Florida
Title in hand In , a third version of the Electra Glide Sport was introduced with an 80 cubic inch
Evolution engine, saddlebags and a luggage rack. Also, the FLHS had no tour pack. In the early

s, as Harley opted toward more chrome on it's models, the FLHS remained chrome less, further
setting it off from the rest of the Electra Glide line. It seems his riding buddies were hanging up
their helmets and he wasn't riding the bike as much as he once had. The bike was a special
ordered bike by the original owner who was a MD State Trooper. In addition to being a Police
Special it is also a th Anniversary model that was owned by a State Trooper, was serviced by a
certified Harley tech and has had impressive care. The bike is very clean and has been well
cared for by the one and only previous owner. I personally inspected and detailed the bike and
saw nothing to even mention. There is not a notable ding, scratch, dent or anything that I
detected other than very minimal normal wear. The leather seats are like new with no wear or
damage. Every item on the bike works just as it should. And the feel youll get when youre
cruisin the streets well that is something every man dreams of and every woman secretly
desires. When youre on the highway and the legs need a stretch, just flip the kickstand down
and allow the factory security to give you peace of mind while youre away from your machine.
The Road King combines classic Harley-Davidson styling with touring comfort and features. At
the heart of the Road King is the Twin Cam 88 engine, isolation-mounted in the touring frame for
comfortable riding. The Road King features an easier-shifting transmission, a large, electronic
speedometer mounted in a diecast chrome dash, and a massive, nostalgic chrome headlamp
and nacelle to accent the traditional styling of the Road King model. Freedom and wind will
outlast hard times and I dont know about you, but Im gonna ride no matter what! Theres nothing
like throwing your leg over the heart pounding V Twin engine that has been the heart and soul
of a Harley Davidson for over years. The feel youll get when youre cruisin the streets well thats
something every man dreams of and every woman secretly desires. So follow your dreams and
make them a reality today. About Harleys Direct: I have been a Harley enthusiast for more than
25 years and enjoy them so much that I buy and sell them as a hobby. I handle only top quality
machines and when I can get my hands on them, am able to offer them at better than average
prices for identical motorcycles found at franchise dealerships. I can do this because I have no
overhead and only one mouth to feed. My bikes are not purchased at Powersports Auctions;
they are not repos or the bikes other dealers rejected. I purchase the majority of my bikes right
out of the garages of the original owners and occasionally from auto dealerships where they are
traded. I search high and low for the best motorcycles available and travel upwards of miles in
any one direction leaving home some days at 6am and returning many nights at 11pm to find
my Harleys. I am positive that there isnt anyone on the internet that works any harder than I do
to bring top quality machines to their clients. I only offer above average inventory to the select
few who are fortunate enough to "run across" a "harleysdirect" offering. Every bike is carefully
gone over by a certified Harley technician with adjustments to all necessary components, a
fresh oil change and a thorough test ride. I guarantee all my Harleys to be of the best quality
and the cleanest found anywhere with no stories or long explanations. I'm a very particular
person and do this for a fun. I will tell you what I know and can see. People say I'm a little anal, I
just think I'm particularly fussy. My personal bikes get no more attention when I clean, detail
and service them. I like to keep it simple, no pressure, no sales pitches, no screaming or yelling
about "this months special" just straight forward biker honesty. You WILL love dealing with
"harleysdirect"! Most of my buyers contact me and discuss the particulars and make their
decision to buy directly. This causes many to miss out on some quality machines at extremely
fair prices. So please know that I am happy to answer any questions you may have and
understand that buying on line may be new to you. Give me a call and well see if we cant put
you at ease. Call Tim at 8am - 9pm EST or email me at tah77 ptd. I will respond as soon as
possible. Thanks for your interest! They will make you an offer that should seem too good to be
true but two have fallen for it. They will also tell you that they want to do the deal through eBay
to receive their protection service, but it is a farce. I speak and type the English language very
clearly!! Taxes and Fees In state buyers will be charged state and local taxes, title and
registration. All sales transactions must be completed within 7 days of auction close. Please
call Tim to make arrangements for payment. Winning bidder must contact Tim within 24 hours
of the auction close and the purchase transaction completed within 7 calendar days. Buyer
Pickup Buyers must schedule pickup prior to making travel arrangements. Harley's Direct4
McGovern Ave. Here is a Electra Glide with a perfectly matched Liberty Side Car sporting only
21, original miles that was done to absolute perfection. I see about one of these every two years
or so. They are very rare and even harder to find in this kind of condition. There was absolutely
no cost spared when this Harley was mated with the sweet looking Liberty Classic Side Car.
This particular bike was just traded on an RV at a local RV dealership when the owner made the
difficult decision to part with this stunnung set up and take a different route for relaxation.
When you get right down to it, riding a Harley is all about attitude and this Blue Pearl Electra
Glide with a Liberty Classic Side Car offers the look and feel that real attitude deserves. This

dynamite looking machine is in excellent condition as you would expect from one with only 21,
miles. Barely warmed up, this one has no visible dents, dings or damage that I noticed while
giving it my personal inspection and detail. You will notice some blue tape between the words
"Harley Davidson" on the back of the tour pack. I placed that over a word that in my opinion is
not for public display. It begins with the letter "F". If the new owner wants to display the word,
that is obviously their option. If not, you would need to have it repainted. I have five young
grandchildren and each got a ride in the rig before I listed it and it's not something I want them
to see. As you can see, the delight in their eyes is as they say The chrome is in excellent
condition and all components work as they should. The front and rear tires are like in excellent
shape and will give someone many miles of freedom. The upgraded air ride police style seat is
like new and without damage. It has a detachable tour pack that has a forward mount to it so the
tour pack is against the rider when it is mounted. When removed, a passenger seat cushion can
be attached and a detachable backrest pops right into place for added comfort for a passenger.
It has a boatload of extra chrome accessories, chrome front fork upper and lowers, lighted
saddlebag rails, tour pack luggage rack, chrome soft grips, fringed lever covers, braided lines,
headlight visor, chrome axle covers, electric engine fan,big bore kit, screamin eagle mufflers,
chrome saddle bag lid accent trim, custom painted pin stripes, leather console cover, lighted
front brake disk cover, chrome brake caliper covers, painted inner fairing and more And the feel
youll get when youre cruisin the streets well that is something every man dreams of and every
woman secretly desires. And with this bike wrapped in the ever popular Blue Pearl it is one
really neat looking ride. The attention to detail on this one will rival any Sidecar set up I've ever
seen. It is very well done and will definitely set this neat looking Hot Rod apart from all others in
the parking lot. It has a painted inner fairing, chrome front forks and lowers, chrome lighted
brake disk covers, chrome axle covers, custom soft grips, chrome lighted saddlebag rails,
chrome Harley electric fan, chrome headlight rings, chrome turn signal rings, chrome tour pack
luggage rack, chrome rear light guards, chrome saddlebag lid accents, chrome springs on side
car, chrome frame rails on sidecar, full cover for side car, sidecar luggage rack, matching wheel
under side car, custom pinstripes and tons more that I won't take time to mention. Please note
that on the back of the tour pack is the words Harley Davidson. Between those words is a nasty
word, in my opinion, that begins wit the letter "F". I do not plan to remove it, but want anyone
considering this set up to know what is under the blue tape. Removing it is the option of the
new owner. The tour pack is installed in the forward position so the rider has it as a back rest. It
has a quick detachable set up and can easily be removed. Once removed there is a passenger
pillion and detachable backrest with luggage rack that pops right on. This allows the bike to be
fitted in any number of ways to suit your riding needs and desires. Like I said earlier, not a dime
was spared on this set up. The FLHT Electra Glide has the features of a full dresser touring
motorcycle while maintaining opportunity for plenty of customizing. The addition of the Twin
Cam 96 engine and 6-speed Cruise Drive transmission make the Electra Glide a powerful
touring machine with a passenger and cargo. Reduced clutch lever effort, comfortable
passenger seating area surround the rider and passenger in comfort and style. The Electra
Glide with standard ESPFI provides even throttle response and engine performance in various
weather and elevation conditions. Full engine instrumentation, additional fender and saddlebag
trim, locking saddlebags and engine covers are standard. Just some thoughts: You know, as
Americans weve never lived in fear and were not about to start now. History of; The Servi-Car
was designed during the Great Depression when Harley-Davidson was desperate to expand its
product base to increase sales. Targeted at the automotive service industry, the vehicle was
designed to be towed behind a car to be delivered to a customer; when the car was delivered at
its destination, the driver would unhitch the Servi-Car and ride back to the garage. For this
reason, it was available with a tow bar at the front and a large 60 Ah battery. In addition to its
intended use for car delivery and retrieval, the Servi-Car was also popular as a utility vehicle for
small businesses and mobile vendors. They proved to be particularly popular with the police
departments, some of which still used Servi-Cars into the s. EngineThe engine initially used by
the Servi-Car was the 45 cubic inch flathead used in the R model. The "W" flathead engine
continued until the end of production in , despite the "W" solo series being replaced by the "K"
series in An electric starter became available on the Servi-Car in , making it the first civilian
Harley with an electric starter, one year before the debut of the Electra Glide. Buyers outside of
Florida pay your applicable state taxes to the State of Florida. Registration fee applies to Florida
buyers, out of state buyers responsible for registration fees in their home state. Please make
sure any and ALL questions or concerns have been taken care of. Unqualified buyers, Shill
bidding, or any form of harassment will be subject to legal prosecution to the fullest extent. If
you have negative feedback I reserve right to cancel your purchase. Wheeler Cycles, sales
welcome all dealers and individuals to buy our vehicles. All of our vehicles listed on E-Bay have

a clean title unless otherwise noted and disclosed. We are available to answer any questions
and supply additional pictures, please Email, or Call us at If a deposit is not received, and an
alternate arrangement has not been made, the vehicle can be made available to other potential
buyers, both locally and to E-Bay members, on a first come, first serve basis. All financial
transactions should be completed within 7 DAYS after auction ends. If transaction is not
completed within this time, the buyer can risk losing their deposit. We have disclosed as much
information as possible and we welcome buyer's inspection. If you plan to have a buyer's
inspection, please make sure you inspect the vehicle before the listing ends. Buyer will pay for
inspection charges and fees. Seller accepts cashiers-check, certified funds, from known United
States financial institutions. Titles may take up to 25 days until funds clear or if there is a bank
payoff on the vehicle. We reserve the right to cancel this listing at any time at our discretion.
Furthermore, we shall not be liable for any such cancellation for any reason. Under no
circumstances will any bid retraction be allowed 24 hours before the listing ends. The seller
shall not be responsible for the correct description, authenticity, genuineness, or defects
herein, and makes no warranty in connection therewith. No allowance or set aside will be made
on account of any incorrectness, imperfection, defect or damage. Any descriptions or
representations are for id
1990 ford ranger manual
2004 lincoln aviator firing order
2001 saturn water pump
entification purposes only and are not to be construed as a warranty of any type. It is the
responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the vehicle and to have satisfied
himself or she as to the condition and value and to bid based upon that judgment solely. The
seller shall and will make every reasonable effort to disclose any known defects associated with
this vehicle at the buyer's request prior to the close of sale. Seller assumes no responsibility for
any repairs regardless of any oral statements about the vehicle. Rocky Ford, CO. Gresham, OR.
Carthagena, OH. Winter Springs, FL. South Kingstown, RI. Laguna Niguel, CA. Brooksville, FL.
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